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Thank you for the opportunity to present some of my views in writing, for the 
Education and Skills Committee to consider in its inquiry into instrumental music 
tuition in Scottish state schools.  

I would ask the Committee to consider the official report of the hearing of my petition 
by the Public Petitions Committee at its meeting on 13 September, and to consider 
the responses that are received by that Committee to the letters it has sent out to 
local authorities, the EIS, the Musicians' Union and others. 

The key points I wish to make are as follows: 

1. All children should have equal access to the best educational opportunities, 
with no financial or other barriers.   

2. Fees exclude some children.  This is a fact.  It cannot be denied or ignored.  It 
should not be tolerated by the Scottish Government. 

3. Learning to play a musical instrument properly is one of the best educational 
opportunities imaginable.  All the research is there.  We’ve known this in 
Scotland for decades, even before the research was done.   

4. Some children won’t get the opportunity to learn to play a musical instrument 
properly anywhere other than school.  Some children get those opportunities 
from family members at home, or from their local bands (both of these 
traditions go back for generations), even if the school doesn’t provide the 
service at all, or doesn't provide it affordably.  Schools began delivering this 
service right across Scotland without fees over the years because they knew 
how transformative music can be and because they knew that schools are 
exceptionally well placed to reach all children in ways that communities on 
their own cannot. 

5. Learning to play a musical instrument properly requires specialist tuition in 
small groups over several years.  It cannot be achieved in a whole class 
setting.  There are many different musical instruments.  Ukuleles are in 
vogue.  Bassoons seem to be on the wane.  This is not unrelated to reducing 
budgets. 

6. The curriculum does not allow children to learn to play a musical instrument 
properly.  Therefore, if all children are to have a chance to learn to play a 
musical instrument properly, Instrumental Music Services must become 
statutory and thus freely delivered to all children who wish to pursue music 
seriously at school.  Starting to learn in s3 is too late.  Children who can pay 
from primary school onwards will arrive in s3 with a huge advantage over 
children who have not been able to afford to pay.  This is wrong. 



7. Local authorities are not charging fees because of a judgement by education 
professionals that learning to play a musical instrument properly is beyond 
what schools should be doing, or somehow unconnected to the study of 
music; they are charging fees because there is a loophole allowing this and 
they need to find ways of reducing budget gaps.  You will be having 
discussions with music education professionals during this inquiry.  Please 
ask them to comment on this, specifically.  It is my belief that there is a poor 
understanding of the importance to the study of music of the ability to play a 
musical instrument properly. 

8. There are many barriers to learning to play a musical instrument 
properly.  Perhaps more than any other subject, support at home is vital. 
Therefore, schools should find ways of overcoming those barriers. 

9. YMI is brilliant – it breaks down some of the barriers that exclude children 
from access to this service and gives every primary schoolchild an amazing 
opportunity to be introduced to a musical instrument in a whole class 
setting.  Please keep it going.  It is not to be confused, however, with 
Instrumental Music Services, that are the core service.  If the Scottish 
Government had to choose between YMI and IMSs, it should choose to fund 
IMSs.  However, YMI is really an enlightened policy. 

10. Big Noise is brilliant – it uses music to tackle some of the issues facing our 
most deprived communities.  Please keep it going.  It, too, is not to be 
confused with Instrumental Music Services. 

11. YMI will fail to realise its full return on investment if local authorities continue 
to erect financial barriers, and continue to run down the service by cutting staff 
and increasing the sizes of tuition groups.  The result?  Disjointed policy 
failure. 

12. There is an urban bias now.  Children in rural communities now have much 
poorer access to Instrumental Music Services in schools than children do in 
towns and cities.  This is wrong. 

13. There is a terrible divergence across Scotland in terms of access to the 
service because of the postcode lottery of fees and cuts.  Equity and fees are 
incompatible with each other in a classroom, in a school, in a local authority 
area, and in Scotland as a whole.  When education services cease to be 
available for free to all children, and become a subsidised service that 
children can only access by paying fees, you will find that the subsidy ends up 
in the hands of families who already have the most.  This is ironic.  It is 
wrong.  State schools should be providing a level playing field for all children.  

14. It is not appropriate to expect third parties / the private sector / industry to fund 
lessons in state schools.  If we allow this for musical instrument lessons, why 
not maths?  This takes us back to point 6 above: there seems to be a failure 
to recognise that learning to play a musical instrument properly is central to 
the study of music, which is a curricular subject.  Instrumental Music Services 
are only safe, and available to all on an equitable basis, if they are funded on 
a statutory basis. 



15. The Scottish Government urgently needs to find a way of arresting the 
introduction of fees, and the increases in fees that we are seeing, and a way 
of protecting the jobs of our specialist musical instrument tutors, the numbers 
of which have plummeted over the last decade.  If these jobs need to be 
safeguarded, which I would argue they do, then fees are not the right way to 
go about this.  Fees have a habit of going up.  There are local authorities in 
Scotland who are realising they have pushed the fees too far with the effect 
that the dropout rates mean the income targets are not met.  This is 
appallingly poor decision-making.  Dropout rates are not the only concern: 
reduction in take up is now a serious threat.  The Scottish Government should 
ring fence the current spend by local authorities, and find an additional £4m to 
eradicate the existing fees.  The first figure sadly will shrink, and the second 
figure will surely increase, after the next round of local authority budgets.  

16. Politicians must please never tell parents that “Yes, it would be lovely if 
everything were free but life’s not like that”.  Ordinary folk know very well that 
public services are not "free", and we know exactly who is paying for them 
and how they are paid for.  Maybe it is time to have an honest discussion 
about tax, and about what we value, and about what those things 
cost.  Education is central to the health and prosperity of our nation.  Within 
education, musical instrument tuition is one of the subjects that we should be 
investing more in, not less.  More than ever before, we need to find ways of 
bringing people together, and of unleashing their resilience and 
creativity.  Education in music and the arts generally has a huge role to play in 
improving educational attainment and equipping our children for adult life in a 
changing world.   

17. It is widely accepted that there are four principal challenges facing us 
all.  Climate change; the impact of automation on jobs; the need to live 
healthily into very old age; and tolerance of others.  Music education has a 
huge role to play in the last three of these. 

18. There are voices within education calling for the Curriculum for Excellence to 
move beyond the goals of "Knowing" and "Doing", to include "Being" and 
"Being Together".  Please ask the education professionals you take evidence 
from about this.  Musical instrument tuition achieves all four, and is particularly 
strong in "Being" and "Being Together", where other subjects are less strong. 

The only other thing I would like to add are a few notes about my own experience, to 
explain why I (and many others) feel so strongly about this. 

I grew up in Ayr and attended state schools in the 80s and early 90s.  I am now a 
solicitor, and a partner in the law firm where I work.  I have three children attending a 
state primary school in Ayr.  I received free, specialist trombone lessons at school on 
a one to one basis for 7 years and reached a standard that has allowed me to 
participate fully in excellent local community bands as an adult, 25 years 
later.  Before I started learning to play a musical instrument in p7, I found school 
difficult.  I was frequently in trouble and my attainment was poor.  My brass teacher 
seemed to offer me a fresh start.  He was an inspirational figure – many teachers 
are, of course.  He encouraged me.  He made me want to work hard.  I saw the 



results of my hard work.  My self-esteem improved. The penny dropped.  I started 
behaving in class and working hard.  It turned out I was capable of high attainment in 
several subjects at school, not just music.  My lack of interest and ability in sport 
were no longer a source of embarrassment and exclusion in the playground.  I had a 
new sphere in which I could take part in school life, and learn, and have fun.  There 
is now lots of scientific evidence about how learning to play a musical instrument 
properly boosts attainment in other subjects, but any number of parents will tell you 
the simple fact from their own experience that confident children can achieve 
anything.   For some children that comes from sport, which is an important school 
subject and activity.  For others it is music.  When children succeed at school, the 
returns on the investment are immense.  Therefore, we need to get it right for all 
children – that is the stated objective and it is right.  Why should some children have 
the opportunity they so badly need in music, and others not?  My three sons all 
receive brass lessons at school, in small groups, from a specialist tutor. I have no 
financial difficulty paying for these lessons and because I know how valuable they 
are, I would probably pay even if I had to make other sacrifices.  I know for a fact that 
other parents are not as fortunate as I am, financially, and they have had to either 
hand back instruments when fees have been introduced or increased, or they have 
discouraged their children from seeking specialist tuition in school.   

Thank you for looking into this important topic, and I wish you all the very best with 
it.   

Kind regards, 

Ralph L Riddiough LLB, FRSA. 

 


